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Story
• Kids will love Henry the raccoon!
• Children’s dreams come true at Marvellous Mansion
• 7-minute stories for reading aloud or independent reading
• Entertaining, colourful and large illustrations
• Funny adventures for the whole family!
There’s never a dull moment at Marvellous Mansion! And since Henry the raccoon moved into one of the
washing machines in the café, hardly a day has gone by without Matilda and her cousin Joschi finding
themselves caught up in some new adventure.
Henry is at it again!
In Vol. 2, a supposedly big bad wolf shows up, and Henry, Joshi and Matilda organise a festival, together
with their neighbour Rocker Jimmy, to celebrate the apple harvest. They make pancakes over the campfire
in the garden for all the guests. But after a while even Joschi and Matilda have had enough of Henry’s flute
playing…
The mansion opens its doors on a series of wonderfully charming and original stories about a big family.
The characters have all sorts of adventures against the backdrop of this very original setting, but each
individual story also incorporates an age-appropriate theme or issue that children will typically come across
in day-to-day life, such as friendship, being helpful, arguing or feeling sad. In other words: The everyday
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chaos of family life! These events are combined with some favourite children’s fantasies: A talking pet which
has previously lived “in the wild” and can take the children on proper adventures without their parents
interfering. Perfect for children aged 5+

Press commentaries
Press reviews for the series:
“Lovely illustrated and always for giggling.”
Hamburger Morgenpost
“Many funny short stories about a talking pet who is full of mischief.”
Wiener Zeitung
“Humorous, exciting and original with an ideal length for bedtime stories.”
dietestfamilie.de
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